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Cost efficient high speed
towbarless tractor (TaxiBot)
controlled by the pilot taxiing the
aircraft while main engines are off.

Electrical Power and Air
Conditioning deployed by SAS
to reduce the APU usage to the
minimum, with no investment.
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REDUCING EMISSIONS AT AIRPORTS
WHILE GENERATING MAJOR FUEL SAVINGS TO AIRLINES

Our mission & solutions



Smart Airport Systems 
solutions are targeting 

52% of the aircraft emissions
= 29% of total airport 

emissions

Aircraft Cycle 
represents 

55% of total airport 
emissions

Aircraft Operation is the main source of CO2 on the ground
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TaxiBot®
Semi robotic

engines off 
dispatch 

towing system



APU to be turned off as soon as aircraft arrives at the stand up to 
5 minutes before departure;

Monitoring APU and optimize emissions reduction with a 
dedicated team at the airport is necessary and part of the process;

Deployment with fixed or mobile equipment;

No investment required from Airlines nor Airports.

APU represent around 8% of total airport emissions
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EMISSIONS REDUCTION 90% reduction with diesel units
100% reduction with electrical units

COST SAVINGS 30 to 40% cost savings for Airlines
compared to current APU operating costs

NO INVESTMENT NO RISK Cost effectiveness guarantee - Airlines
are certain to always pay less than the
APU running costs, at no investment;
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APU OFF Service Benefits



To be opened in 2022:
- Amsterdam AMS - Saint-Domingue SDQ
- Madrid MAD - Salvador, Brazil SSA
- Barcelona BCN - Santiago, Chile SCL
- Helsinki HEL - Liberia, Costa Rica LIR
- Singapore SIN                                 - Sydney SYD

Open bases:
- Sao Paulo GRU                               - Sao Paulo CGH
- Rio de Janeiro GIG                         - Rio de Janeiro SDU
- Mexico City MEX                           - Miami MIA
- Dallas DFW                                     - Washington DCA
- Kansai, Osaka KIX

To be opened in 2021:
- London Gatwick LGW - Auckland AKL
- London Heathrow LHR - Fort Lauderdale FLL
- Paris CDG - Jamaica MBJ, KIN
- Paris ORY - Ho Chi Minh City SGN
- Lyon LYS - New Delhi DEL
- Milan Malpensa MXP - Chennai MAA
- Lisbon LIS - Hong Kong HKG
- Monterrey MTY - Viracopos VCP
- Guadalajara GDL - Belo Horizonte CNF
- Cancun CUN - Recife REC
- Tijuana TIJ - Manaus MAO
- Point-à-Pitre PTP - Tokyo NRT
- Fort-de-France FDF                       - Reunion RUN
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APU OFF Service Global Network



TaxiBot® in a nutshell

Principle: Pilot Controlled semi-robotic airplane taxiing undercarriage
taxiing system. Pilot is in control at all times along the taxiing process
using the same airplane controls as in normal taxi;

ENG off: The TaxiBot® operates with aircraft engines off mode until
end of taxiing, resulting in major fuel savings for the airline, noise and
gas emissions reduction;

Reducing load on NLG: Pilot braking by Main Landing Gear system, as
opposed to conventional tractor braking. Load on NLG is maintained,
constantly monitored and data is logged;

Immediate taxi: By the end of the pushback, no need to wait for
engines to warm up, increase apron traffic flow;

Safety driver: For pushback, emergency disconnection and return
phase.

Taxiing represent around 20% of total airport emissions
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TaxiBot® versus Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)

Cost: SAF is today 3 times more expensive than Jet A1

TaxiBot vs. SAF in terms of CO2 reduction:
60 000 T = Potential reduction with NB Taxi-out at an airport per year

- Cost neutrality with the TaxiBot today (savings in the future with CO2 cost evolution)
- Cost of 17 millions € per year with SAF

TaxiBot® and SAF can be deployed in parallel, but TaxiBot is today the cheapest alternative
to reduce emissions on the ground and the cost remains a key driver to accelerate the
airport green transformation.
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Potential of Ground operations emissions reduction

Ground Ops 
generate a 
significant 

portion of the 
total aviation CO2

pollution…

But 
addressability of 

GroundOps 
pollution today is 

much higher 
than Inflight... 

... means 30% to 
40% of mid term 

emission 
improvement 

potential is on the 
ground...

Advantage is that SAS 
solutions are 

available today and 
have very low-cost 

per Kg CO2
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www. smart-airport-systems. com 

THANK YOU
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